In the last few years a number of real{time process calculi have emerged with the purpose of capturing important quantitative aspects of real{time systems. In addition, a number of process equivalences sensitive to time{quantities have been proposed, among these the notion of timed (bisimulation) equivalence in
1 event must not or should happen within a certain time period. The extensions often include timed versions of classical process equivalences, e.g. timed bisimulation equivalence, timed failure equivalence and timed trace equivalence RR86, DS89, HR91, NRSY90, MT90, Wan91b] . Loosely speaking, for two processes to be equivalent they should not only agree on what actions they can perform, they must also agree on when these actions are performable. Alternatively, one can say that an observer is assumed to be sensitive to passage of time including the quantity by which time is passing. A fundamental problem induced by any new process calculus is that of axiomatization and decidability of the associated process equivalence. Normally, these problems are solved in two stages: the problems are rst solved for the class of regular processes, i.e. processes with no parallel composition, after which it is shown how to remove parallel composition through the use of a so{called expansion theorem. However, for real{time calculi where time is represented by some dense time domain (such as the non{negative reals) processes will have in nitely many states, and it has been shown in God94] that no expansion theorem exists for timed bisimulation equivalence | i.e. parallel composition can not in general be removed. This explains why axiomatization and decidability of various equivalences between real{time processes based on dense time domains have proven notoriously hard problems. Recent work by Cer ans Cer92], Chen Che91] and Fokkink and Klusener FK91] o ers the rst examples of decidability and axiomatization for real{time calculi based on dense time. In this paper we introduce a time{abstracting (bisimulation) equivalence between real{time processes, i.e. in comparing real{time processes we shall abstract away from passage of time 1 . Seemingly, such an equivalence would yield very little information (if any at all) about the timing behaviour of a real{time system. However, if the real{time system is a combination of real{time systems, O(P 1 ; : : :; P n ) say, time{abstracted reasoning will at least yield some information about the relationship between the concrete timing properties of the components P 1 ; : : :; P n . In fact, as we shall prove as a main theorem of this paper, in a certain formal sense all timing aspects of a real{time system may be revealed in this manner. As the second main contribution of this paper, we demonstrate that the time{abstracted equivalence is decidable using essentially classical methods based on a nite{state symbolic, structured operational semantics. The symbolic semantics is based on a discrete version of the standard (continuous) operational semantics. In order to obtain completeness it is essential that the symbolic semantics is based on a su ciently ne \granularity". In fact, we show that the \granularity" required is linearly dependent on the number of parallel components. To further motivate the usefulness of time{abstracted equivalence consider the combined system in Figure 1 consisting of two (disposable) media A and B. Functionally, the two media are nearly identical: they accept messages on the left port passing them on to the right port. However, taking time into account, there are important di erences between the media: after having accepted a message on port a, A is immediately able to deliver the message on port b. However, if the message has not been taken within a delay of t a a timeout will occur and the message is lost. In contrast, the medium B will never 1 This abstraction is very similar to the abstraction from internal computation in classical process algebras. Essentially, if t a > t b the combined system will function as a proper (disposable) medium, i.e.:
(A jB)nb a:c:nil
(1) where denotes our (weak) time{abstracting equivalence 2 . In contrast, if t b > t a , the combined medium may not be able to successfully deliver messages; in fact the following will hold 3 :
(A jB)nb a:( :nil + :c:nil) + :a:c:nil (2) Even though we gain information about the relationship of the timing behaviours of A and B in both (1) and (2), we have no information about the timing behaviour of the combined system. Obviously, in the case (1) a message can be delivered on port c after a delay of less than t b from the acceptance of the message. Using the (weak) timed bisimulation equivalence from Wan91a] such properties can be speci ed:
(A jB)nb a: (t b ):c:nil 4 Alternatively, one can express such explicit timing properties using Timed Modal Logics, e.g. ACD93, HLW91, HNSY94]. However, we can also formulate explicit timing properties using time{abstracted equivalence by resorting to implicit speci cations; i.e. instead of specifying properties of S = (A jB)nb directly we specify properties of the system S in certain contexts.
Concretely, specifying that S must be able to deliver on port c after a delay of no more than d after acceptance on port a can be expressed as follows: Weak indicating that also abstracts from internal computation.
3
The summand :a:c:nil re ects that messages may successfully be delivered in case A delays su ciently long before accepting a message as this will reduce the remaining delay for B.
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The displayed equivalence does in fact not hold as the delay required before the delivery depends on the delay before the acceptance. Using time{variables as in Wan91b] a valid equation would be: (A j B)nb a@t: (t b ? t):c:nil where w is a distinguished (success) action. Here, we are exploiting the maximal progress property of the calculus in Wan91a] 5 . The previously announced main theorem, that all explicit timing properties can be captured using time{abstracted equivalence, can now be made more precise: we show that implicit time{abstracting speci cations of the form (3) precisely characterizes timed bisimulation equivalence. That is, two timed processes are timed bisimulation equivalent just in case they satisfy the same implicit time{abstracted speci cations. Thus, without any loss of discriminating power, one may use time{abstracting bisimulation equivalence instead of timed bisimulation equivalence. The outline of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we review the timed calculus of Wan90, Wan91b, Wan91a] together with the notion of timed bisimulation; in section 3 strong and weak notions of time{abstracted bisimulations are introduced; in section 4 we prove as our rst main theorem that implicit time{abstracting speci cations are as discriminating as timed bisimulation; section 5 contains our second main contribution: decidability of strong and weak time{abstracted bisimulation equivalence. Finally, in section 6 we give some concluding remarks. To achieve readability while maintaining credibility we enclose full proofs in the appendices.
Timed Processes

Syntax and Semantics
The language we use to describe timed processes is essentially, Milner's CCS extended with a delay construct (d):P. Informally, (d):P means \wait for d units of time and then behave like P", where d 2 R + is a nonnegative real.
As in CCS, we assume a set = with = for all 2 , ranged over by ; representing external actions, and a distinct symbol representing internal actions. We use Act to denote the set f g ranged over by a; b representing both internal and external actions. Further, assume a set of process variables ranged over by X. We adopt a two{phase syntax to describe networks of regular timed processes. First, regular timed process expressions are generated by the following grammar: E ::= nil j X j (d):E j a:E j E + E j X def = E We shall restrict process expressions to be well-guarded in the following sense:
De nition 1 X is well-guarded in E if and only if every free occurrence of X in E is within a subexpression (a guard) of the form a:F in E. E is well-guarded if and only if every free variable in E is well-guarded in E, and for every subexpression of the form X def = F in E, X is well-guarded in F. 2
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Maximal progress means that time is not allowed to pass if a system can perform internal computation. De nition 2 Given a process P, we de ne Sort 0 (P) = ; and Sort c (P) for c 6 = 0 to be the least set satisfying the equations 9 given in table 3.
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Note that apart from the rule for (0):P, the action rules are exactly the same as in CCS.
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In table 2, we use d to stand for a non-zero real; this implies that a (0){transition can never be inferred by the inference rules. However, we shall apply the convention that P (0) ?! P for all P. Table 3 : Equations for Sort c (P) .
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The following properties of timed processes will be often referred in the later sections. We end this section with notation:
P stands for a network P 1 j:::jP n where P i are regular timed processes.
Whenever P (d) ?! P 0 , P d stands for P 0 10 ; note that P d is well-de ned due to time{ determinism property stated above. P x stands for P x 1 1 j:::jP xn n for x = (x 1 ; :::; x n ). Conceptually, one can imagine each component P i of a network P to be equipped with a private clock. All clocks proceed at the same speed and a clock{value will be reset to 0 when the corresponding components perform a real action; P x denotes the state of P in which the clock{values are x 1 ; :::; x n .
Timed Bisimulation
We have developed a labelled transition system: hP R ; ?!;Li where P R is the set of timed processes generated by the two{phase syntax; ?! is the least relation satisfying the inference rules given in De nition 3 (strong timed bisimulation) A binary relation S on P R is a strong timed simulation if (P; Q) 2 S implies that for all a 2 Act and d 2 R + , 
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In Wan91a], it has been shown that is a congruence w.r.t all CCS operators and is a congruence w.r.t. all the other operators except summation and recursion.
Time Abstracted Equivalences
In analyzing a large system, we often need to make proper abstractions according to what properties of the system we are interested in. One such example is weak timed equivalence, which abstracts away from internal actions. In this section, we develop notions of bisimulation abstracting away from both time delays and internal actions.
De nition 6 (abstracting away from time) De nition 7 (strong time abstracted equivalence) A binary relation S on P R is a strong time abstracted simulation if (P; Q) 2 S implies that for all a 2 Act and d 2 R + , We make a further abstraction to abstract away from internal actions.
De nition 8 (abstracting away from time and )
De nition 9 (weak time abstracted equivalence) A binary relation S on P R is a weak time abstracted simulation if (P; Q) 2 S implies that for all 2 Act?f g and 2 f g f (d) j d 2 R + g, We conclude this section with the commuting diagram shown in gure 2, which illustrates the relationship between timed and time{abstracted equivalences. The arrow in the diagram should be understood as set inclusion, that is:
and . The proofs of these inclusions, that they are strict and also the only inclusions among the four equivalences are straightforward.
Implicit Time Abstraction
In this section we present our rst main theorem: two timed processes are strong (weak) timed equivalent if and only if they satisfy the same strong (weak) implicit time{abstracted speci cations. Here, a strong implicit time{abstracted speci cation of a process P is an equation of the form:
A jP B (4) where A and B are real{time processes. That is P Q if and only if P and Q satisfy the same equations of the form (4). Alternatively, the results in this section say that ( ) is the coarsest equivalence contained in ( ) which is preserved by the parallel composition of our calculus 11 .
Theorem 1 P Q if and only if P jN Q jN for all N. Proof: Only If: As is preserved by all operators of the calculus and since is contained in , it is obvious that this direction holds. If: We show that the relation: R = f(P;Q) j for all N; PjN QjNg is a strong timed bisimulation. Thus consider (P; Q) 2 R.
First consider an action{transition P a ?! P 0 and let fQ 1 ; : : : ; Q m g be the set of all a{ derivatives for Q 12 .
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As is preserved by all operators of the calculus, is in fact the congruence induced by . This fact does not extend to the weak case, as is not | as usual | preserved by +.
In case m = 0 (i.e. Q has no a{transitions), it is easy to see that P jnil 6 Q jnil. Thus, m > 0. Now, assume that (P 0 ; Q i ) 6 2 R for all i. We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. However, under this assumption it follows from the de nition of R that for each i there exists a process N i such that P 0 jN i 6 Q i jN i . We rst consider the case that a is an external action. Let:
where w i are distinct actions not occurring in neither P nor Q. Note, that N 0 is a time{ stopped process (and P jN 0 is time{stopped for any P) in the sense that no delay{transitions can take place. Now we claim that P jN 6 Q jN contradicting that (P; Q) 2 R. To argue for this consider the transition: ?! Q 0 (due to time{ determinism Q 0 is unique). Assume (P 0 ; Q 0 ) 6 2 R, that is P 0 jN 0 6 Q 0 jN 0 for some N 0 . In this case P jN 6 Q jN for N = (d):N 0 again violating the basic assumption that (P; Q) 2 R. ?! a jnil 13 We are using the convention of dropping trailing nil's. That is, we write simply a for a:nil.
The only possible match of Q for the following: To achieve decidability, we shall study a particular class of processes P N ranged over by P ; Q, called integer processes in which, only naturals are allowed to occur in a delay operator (d). However, we should point out that the decidability result is easily extended to processes using rational numbers in delay operators: before comparing two such processes simply multiply all delays with a common constant, su ciently large to make all delays integers. In this section, we prove that strong (weak) time abstracted equivalence over integer processes is decidable. The proof is constructed in two steps. First, we show that the state{space of a timed process can be partitioned into equivalence classes according to the notion of time region due to Alur and Dill, AD94]. Secondly, we develop a time{step semantics called k{semantics which is parameterized with a granularity 1=k. Intuitively, the k{semantics describes how a process shall behave in every 1=k time units. The idea is to use each state of such a time{step semantics to represent an equivalence class of states of the timed semantics. Based on the parameterized k{semantics we de ne a family of symbolic time abstracted equivalences k which is also relativized to the granularity 1=k. It turns out that n+2 coincides with , that is: P Q if and only if P n+2 Q where n is the maximal number of components in the networks P and Q. Since the integer processes in the (n+2){semantics are nite{state, n+2 can be checked using the existing techniques and algorithms for bisimulation{checking, such as KS90, JGZ89, CPS89] and hence so can . Finally, we extend the results to weak time abstracted equivalence.
Partitioning State{Space into Equivalence Classes
To illustrate the idea, we consider a simple regular process:
The process may o er before 1 and will time out at 1. Indeed it is in nite{state since by performing an empty transition (delay) it may reach a continuum of states, fP x jx < 1g. However, P x P y for all x; y < 1, that is, fP x jx < 1g is an equivalence class.
Naturally, we may say that all time points such as x = 0; 0:1; :::; 0:9 in the region x < 1 are equivalent in the sense that they give rise to an equivalence class of states. This motivates a notion of equivalence over time points in a multi{dimensional time vector. For examples of time regions, we refer to appendix B, where we have described six typical regions for the two{dimensional time vector. The de nition above is the standard one for time region, taken from AD94]. The rst clause requires that the lower integer parts of x and y must be equal; the second clause requires that the fractional parts of x and y must be ordered in the same way; the third requires that some fractional parts of x are 0 if and only if the corresponding fractional parts of y are 0. The following is an important property of =, saying that equivalent points | which must be in the same region | can always reach the same regions by delays.
Lemma 1 Whenever x = y, then for all d 2 R + , x + d = y + e for some e 2 R + .
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Proof: It is given in appendix C.
2 We intend to establish that for any integer parallel process P, a time region denotes an equivalence class of states P jxj 14 in terms of . Thus, two states in a time region should agree on what actions they can perform and then reach the same regions; they should also be able to reach the same regions by delays.
Lemma 2 For all P 2 P N , d 2 R + and a 2 Act, whenever x = y, then Proof: It is given in appendix C.
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Now, we are ready to state the partition theorem, which asserts that the in nite state{space of integer processes can be divided into equivalence classes according to time regions. In fact, many of such classes belong to a large equivalence class and the number of such classes is nite.
Theorem 3 (partition) Whenever x = y, then P x P y for all P 2 P N .
Proof: By lemma 2, it should be obvious that the relation: S = f(P x ; P y ) j x = y; P 2 P N g is a strong time abstracted bisimulation.
In the next section, we want to nd a representative state for each equivalence class and then construct a symbolic transition system in terms of the representative states. In order to do so, we need rst nd a representative point for each time region of R n + for a given n.
Let N denote the naturals. We de ne the set of grids with granularity 1=k: N k = fm=k j m 2 Ng ranged over by g; h and the set of grid points with granularity 1=k: N n k = fr j 1 i n; r i 2 N k g ranged over by r; s. An obvious choice is to use the the grid point N n m as representative points for R n + , for some xed granularity 1=m. We claim that the grid points with granularity 1=(n + 1) are enough to represent the n{ dimensional time points R n + , that is:
Lemma 3 For all x 2 R n + , there exists r 2 N n n+1 such that x = r.
Clearly, the lemma above will hold for any granularity ner than 1=(n + 1) such as 1=(n + 2); 1=(n + 3) etc. However, it doesn't hold for a granularity coarser than 1=(n + 1). To see this, consider the case of n = 2: with the granularity 1=2 one can not nd a grid point representing (1=3; 2=3). 14 Thus 1=(n + 1) is the coarsest granularity allowing any time region in the n{dimensional time space to be represented up to =. However, we need a slightly ner granularity (which is in fact 1=(n+2) as shown in the following lemma) in order for a region to reach all regions by grid{valued delays, which are reachable by real{valued delays. The following lemma will be heavily used in proving the decidability results.
Lemma 4 For all r 2 N n n+2 and all d 2 R + , there exist r 0 2 N n n+2 and g 2 N n+2 such that r = r 0 and r + d = r 0 + g.
Note that r 0 + g 2 N n n+2 , which will prove an essential property for the applicability of our nitary, symbolic semantics to follow. Also, note that it is not always possible to choose r 0 = r. To see this, consider the case of n = 2, r = (3=4; 0) and d = 1=8. The only possible choices for g is 0 and 1=4. However in both cases we see that r + g 6 = r + d. However, taking r 0 = (1=2; 0) and g = 1=4 we obtain as desired r 0 = r and r 0 + g = r + d.
Time{Step Semantics: Sampling
The timed semantics describes how a process will behave at every real-valued time point with arbitrarily ne precision. This introduces the in nite{stateness of timed processes. In practice, the \sampling" technique is often used to analyze a system. Instead of doing experiment on the system under consideration at every time point, only certain typical time points are chosen to capture or approximate the full system behaviour. Based on this idea, we develop a time{step semantics called k{semantics relativized by the granularity 1=k, which describes how a process shall behave in every 1=k units of time. To achieve ner precision, we can choose a ner granularity. However, the timed processes will be nite{state for any xed granularity 1=k. As we shall see latter it is possible to completely capture time abstracted equivalences by sampling with a su ciently ne granularity. In fact, the granularity required turns out to be 1=(n + 2) where n is the number of parallel components. We present the inference rules for the k{semantics in two steps: rules for real actions in table 4 and rules for delays in table 5. Note that apart from the index k associated with the arrow, the action rules are the same as in table 1 and the delay rules are parameterized with k.
We claim that the processes P N are nite-state w.r.t. the transition relation ?! k for any non-zero natural k. This can be established based on the following facts on processes:
There is no in nite summation allowed; All recursive de nitions are well-guarded; No parallel composition occurs within a recursion; We extend the results to weak time abstracted equivalence.
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Note that we can always extend P or Q with nil{processes as auxiliary components so that they own the same number of components. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a notion of time{abstracting bisimulation equivalence. As the rst main result of this paper, we have demonstrated that two processes are interchangeable in any context up to time{abstracted equivalence precisely when they are timed equivalent. Thus, by resorting to implicit speci cations | i.e. speci cations of a system in contexts | we may reveal all timing properties of a system. As our second main result we have established the decidability of the time{abstracted equivalence by providing a nite{state and symbolic yet structured, operational semantics of processes. The symbolic semantics can be seen as sampling a process with a given frequency; we prove that su ciently frequent sampling | 1=(n + 2) where n is the number of parallel components | yields a symbolic equivalence completely capturing the time{abstracted equivalence. Recently, we have completed a prototype implementation of a tool{set for timed and time{abstracted bisimulation equivalences based on the methods described in this paper and in Cer92]. The minimization algorithm presented in ACH92] can be seen to minimize timed graphs AD94] with respect to time{abstracted bisimulation equivalence even though no notion of time{abstracted bisimulation is given in the paper. Despite the purpose of the minimization e ort being to obtain more e cient model{checking algorithms with respect to a real{time temporal logic, we believe that the results of ACH92] can provide an alternative method for deciding time{abstracted equivalences. However, we are of the opinion that our approach is simpler (certainly from a process algebraic point of view) as it is based directly on a traditional structured, operational semantics.
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A A Proof for Theorem 2 Theorem 2. P Q if and only if P jN Q jN for all N. is a distinguished action not occurring in neither P nor Q. However, this contradicts the assumption that (P; Q) 2 R. Thus m > 0. Now assume that (P 0 ; Q i ) 6 2 R for all i. We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. However, under this assumption it follows from the de nition of R that for each i there exist a process N i such that P jN i 6 Q i jN i . Now let: N = (d):N 0 N 0 = w:N 00 + :N 0 N 00 = P m i=1 w i :N i + :N 00 where w and the w i 's are distinct actions not occuring in neither P nor in Q. Note, that both N 0 and N 00 are time{stopped processes. Now we claim that P jN 6 Q jN (6) 17 Note that our processes are image{ nite with respect to the =) transition relation. This can be easily established based on the facts that in nite summation, unguarded recursion, and parallel composition within recursion are not allowed in process expressions.
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contradicting that (P; Q) 2 R. To argue for (6) consider the transition: P jN (d) ?! w ?! P 0 jN 00
Due to the maximal progress property of our calculus the only possible matches for this transition ({sequence) must be of the form Q jN w =) Q i jN 00 . Thus, let us compare the behaviours of P 0 jN 00 and Q i jN 00 : rst note that with respect to w i both processes possess unique transitions: P 0 jN 00 w i ?! P 0 jN i respectively Q i jN 00 w i ?! Q i jN i . Thus, if P 0 jN 00 Q i jN 00 it follows that w i :(P 0 jN i ) w i : (Q i jN i ) . However, this contradicts the assumption that P 0 jN i 6 Q i jN i and the easily established fact that whenever a:U a:V then also U V . Thus Q jN has no match for the transition (7) of P jN and hence P jN 6 Q jN contradicting the assumption that (P; Q) 2 R. The case of internal transitions P ?! P 0 is very similar to the case of delay{transitions then it may be argued similar to the delay{transition case that P jN 6 Q jN contradicting the assumption that (P; Q) 2 R. We only consider the rst case. The second is similar.
To achieve the ordering for y + e, we simply choose e 2 1 ? fy j+1 g;1 ? fy j g . As fx j g < fx j+1 g, we also have fy j g < fy j+1 g, and hence, the above interval is non-empty. In case fx j+1 + dg = 0, simply choose e = 1 ? fy j+1 g. Then we also have fy j+1 + eg = 0 and the third condition is satis ed for x + d = y + e.
It should be obvious that bfy i g + ec = bfx i g + dc (note that they can only be 0 or 1 since d < 1), which implies by i + ec = bx i + dc. Lemma 2. For all P 2 P N , d 2 R + and a 2 Act, whenever x = y, then This is a match for P jrj a 7 ?! n+2 P 0 jr 0 j = P 0 ju 0 j . By the symmetry of S, we can conclude that S is a symbolic (n + 2){bisimulation. 
